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Within  a minimalist framework of  sound-meaning correlation, the present study concentrates on 
process nominalizations of Russian. It is shown how these constructions are built up syntactically 
and  semantically and  in  which  respects  they  differ  from  other types  of nominalizations. The 
analysis follows a lexicalist conception of  word  formation and  the  differentiation of  Semantic 
Form and Conceptual Structure. 
1  Introduction 
The  present  investigation  is  concerned  with  process  nominalizations  of  contemporary 
noncolloquial Russian as in (1)-(2). 
(1)  vyzdorovlenie  pacienta 
recovery  patient-gen 
'the recovery of the patient' 
(2)  sloiny  i  process  usvoenija  rebenkom  jazyka 
complex  process  acquisition-gen  child-instr  language-gen 
'the complex process of the acquisition of the language by the child' 
These expressions refer to processes in a strict sense. It will be shown how these constructions 
are built  up with respect to their internal  and external syntax and  semantics. The particular 
questions to be raised are the following: 
Which DPs with a deverbal noun as lexical head count as process nominalizations? 
What are the characteristics of their containers? 
How do process nominalizations differ from other types of nominalizations? 
In  the following section, I will characterize the theoretical framework of the analysis. 
Then, the structural properties  of Russian nominalizations will be indicated. In section 4, a 
delimitation of process nominalizations will be aimed at. And in the end, I will summarize. 
1 restrict the considerations to constructions with a deverbal noun as lexical head which 
refer  to  situations  (in  short:  to  event  nominalizations).  Nominalizations  referring  to 
participants, circumstances or results are left aside. 
*  The paper refers  to work  I did  on the  syntax  and  semantics  of  nominalizations  in Russian  and German 
(Zimmermann 1967, 1983, 1988, 1991, 1996, to appear). I gained many insights from cooperation with Manfred 
Bierwisch,  Ewald  Lang and  other  researchers  in  the  Arbeitsgruppe  Strukturelle  Grammatik  in  Berlin.  The 
linguistic material I  will  consider  stems from my  work as a teacher  of  Russian at the  former  Padagogische 
Hochschule in Potsdam. I collected the examples mainly from scientific texts. 1  am indepted to Natalja Gagarina 
for help with the translation of the examples into English. For stimulating discussion, I would like to thank the 
participants of the workshops on nominalization in the ZAS in Berlin in november 2000  and at the University of 
Tiibingen in april2001, where I presented parts of this investigation. 
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Within a minimalist framework of sound-meaning correlation (Chomsky 1995), the analysis 
follows a lexicalist conception of morphology (Stiebels/Wunderlich 1994, Wunderlich/Fabri 
1995, Wunderlich 1997c) and the differentiation of Semantic Form and Conceptual Structure 
(Bierwisch  1983, 1987, 1997, BienvischlSchreuder  1992, Lang  1987,  1990, 1994, Dolling 
1997). I assume Phonetic Form, Logical Form and Semantic Form as relevant grammatically 
determined levels of representation. 
The semantic characterization of constituents can be underspecified. It is assumed that 
the  Semantic Form  of  linguistic  expressions  involves  parameters  which  are  specified  in 
Conceptual Structure (Dolling 1997). 
Words  as  syntactic  atoms  enter  syntactic  representations  with  all  affixes  of  word 
formation  and  inflection.  With  Bierwisch  (1989)  and  Bischof  (1991),  I  assume  that 
nominalizations of verbs - at least in German and in Russian - are derived morphologically 
and do not constitute products of syntactic rules.' 
My  conception of syntax is very restrictive  (Jacobs  1995). For sentences and DPs, I 
assume the structual layers in (3) and (4), respectively. 
(3) CP MoodP TP NegP vP* VP 
In  the  base  structure,  argument  expressions  with  structural  cases  of  verbs  and  of  the 
corresponding  deverbal  nouns  are  placed  in  SpecVP,  SpecvP  or  in  SpeNP,  SpecnP, 
respectively.  The verb  raises  to  Mood  or to  C  (Zimmennann  1999) and  -  in  parallel  to 
sentence  structures  -  the  deverbal  noun  overtly  moves  to  a  high  functional  projection  F 
(Alexiadou 1999, this volume),  so that  all argument expressions of  N  will  be to  its right 
(Haider 1992). I will not discuss the nature of the category F. Possibly, it is a further n. 
The syntactic configurations on the level of LF are the input for semantic interpretation. 
For  functor  expressions  like  verbs  and  their  nominalizations  this  means  that  they  are 
combined with their arguments semantically on the basis of LF configurations where chains 
with traces of moved argument expressions must be taken into consideration. In such derived 
structures, the head of the chain, the case bearing argument expression DPi,  occupies some 
derived position whereas the tail of the chain ti  is in the complement or specifier position of 
V, v, Nor n. 
The lexical entries for functor expressions like verbs and their nominalizations include 
in  their  argument  structure  grammatical  requirements  which  must  be  fulfilled  by  the 
respective argument expressions. I call these requirements grammatical argument adresses Gi. 
They are associated with lambda operators hxi  which represent the argument positions of the 
respective functor expression. 
The argument positions hxi  are ordered from right to left according to the relative depth 
of  embeddedness  of  the  arguments  xi  in  the  predicate-argument  stmcture.  The  highest 
argument of verbs and event nominalizations constitutes the referential  argument (Williams 
1981, Bierwisch  1989, Bischof  1991). For mnemotechnic reasons,  I  will  represent it  as  s 
(referring to situations).'  The other arguments constitute participant, propositional or predicate 
arguments. 
' In contrast to this position, see Schoorlemmer (1995) and Alexiadou (1999, this volume). 
'  I assunle unsorted variables and do not differentiate between situation types in Semantic Form representations. 
In contrast see EhricWRapp (2000) and Ehrich (this volume). (5)  hx,,  ...  hx, hs  [...  s  ...  xl  ...  x,  ...I 
GI,  G i 
argument structure  predicate-argument structure 
with s t e, x, E  {e,  t, (e,t) } 
hx, in  (5) represents  the  argument position  of the external argument, hx,, is the argument 
position of the lowest internal argument. For DP arguments, the grammatical features G, are 
case requirements (Zimmermann 1967) which must be fulfilled by the corresponding DPs as 
heads in LF chains. 
3  Structural properties of Russian nominalizations 
According  to  Vendler  (1967:  171),  nominalizations  fall  into  two  categories:  imperfect 
nominals where the verb is still alive and perfect nominals where the verb has become a noun. 
Harris spealcs of half-domesticated and fully domesticated nominalizations. 
Russian  does  not  have  any  imperfect  nominals  within  the  spectrum  of  embedded 
sentences  with  a  finite  verb,  infinitival  phrases  and  perfect  nominals  (Vendler  1967, 
Koptjevskaja-Tamm  1993).  There  are  no  gerunds  and  no  nominalized  infinitives. 
Furthermore,  there  are no  regular perfect  nominals  comparable to  English  of-inn gerunds 
(Abney 1987). One has to learn which verbs allow which nominalizing suffixes, as in German 
(Bienvisch 1989): 
(6)  pe-nie,  otkry-tie,  ueast-ie,  razrabot-ka,  proizvod-stvo,  pnchod, 
singing  discovery  participation  working out  production  arrival 
pobed-a 
winning 
Russian  perfect  nominals  do  not  express  temporal  or modal  differentiations.  They  are 
unspecified in these respects. To a large extent, this is equally true for aspect. 
They  do not  allow the  combination with the reflexive morpheme  -sja, in contrast to 
Polish (cf.,formowuC (.id (formowunie  (sid 'form 1 formation'). 
(7)  prizemlenie  vertoleta 
landing  helicopter-gen 
'the landing of the helicopter' 
Vertolet  prizemlilsja. 
Helicopter  landed 
'The helicopter landed.' 
Russian perfect nominals do combine with negation (Zimmermann 1988): 
(8)  nesobljudenie  ukazanij  vraea 
non-respecting  recommendations-gen  doctor-gen 
'the non-respecting of the recommendations of the doctor' Modifiers of Russian perfect  nominals cannot appear in the adverbial form ending with 3. 
The corresponding adjectives agree with the noun in gender, number and case: 
(9)  tastoe  opazdyvanie  Anny 
often-agr  being late  Anna-gen 
'Anna's oiien being late' 
Anna  ?asto  opazdyvaet. 
Anna  often  '  is late 
'Anna is often late.' 
DPs with  a deverbal  noun  as  lexical  head  allow  only  possessive pronouns  or possessive 
adjectives as prenominal arguments. They, too, agree with the noun. 
(10)  moe  poseSEenie muzeja 
my-agr  visiting  museum-gen 
'my visiting of the museum' 
Sereiin  neprichod  ko  mne 
Serjozha-agr  not coming  to  me 
'Serjozha's not coming to me' 
*Sere2  neprichod  ko  mne 
Serjozha-gen  not coming  to  me 
'Serjozha's not coming to me' 
Except for possessive pronouns and possessive adjectives, all participant arguments occur on 
the  right-hand  side of deverbal nouns, with  structural or lexical  case marking. Arguments 
marked by the genitive need not be adjacent to the deverbal noun (cf. (2)). 
Lexical case and the structural dative are inherited  from the corresponding verbs. The 
lowest  structural  argument  appears  in  the  genitive.  The  highest  structural  argument  of 
transitive verbs shows up in the instrumental (Zimmermann to appear). 
In (1 1)-(14), we find some lexical entries for verbs and their nominalizations. I assume 
with  Bienvisch  (1989) that  nominalizations  of  verbs  referring  to  situations  are  formed  - 
morphologically - by affixation and - semantically - by the identity function so that verbs and 
abstract deverbal nouns share the niorphological basis and the Semantic Form. 
The semantic representation of the lexical  entries in  (1 1)-(14) consists of an array of 
lambda operators, the  argument structure, and of a very general  indication  of the  semantic 
predicate-argument structure of the pertinent  verb and its nominalization. Each position for 
structural  arguments is  issociated with  abstract case  features khr (there  islis not a higher 
structural role) and Flr (there is/is not a structural lower role) which predict admissable case 
forms of the corresponding argument expressions depending on the syntactic category of the 
governing head. In cases like (1  1)-(13) all this case information is systematic, redundant and 
therefore  omissible.  In  contrast,  the  internal  argument  of  the  lexical  entries  in  (14) 
idiosyncratically shows up in the instrumental. Here one has to do with unsystematic lexical 
case which must be learnt. Process Nominallznfions in Russian 
(I I)  vyzdorovet'lvyzdorovlenie,  vozniknut'/voz~~ilu~ovenie 
recover  recovery  emerge  emergence 
hx  hs  [... s ... x ...I 
-hr 
-Ir 
V:  nom 
N:  gen 
(12)  usvoit'l usvoenie,  znat1/  znanie 
acquire acquisition  know knowledge 
hy  hx  hs  [...s...x...y...] 
+hr  -hr 
-1r  +Ir 
V:  acc  norn 
N:  gen  instr 
(13)  soobSEit'IsoobSCenie,  vmf it'/  vruEenie 
inform  information  hand in handing in 
hz  hy  hx  hs  [...s...x...y...z...] 
+hr  +hr  -hr 
-Ir  +Ir  +Ir 
V:  acc  dat  nom 
N:  gen  dat  instr 
(1 4)  obmenjat'sjalobmen 
exchange  exchange 
hy  hx  hs  [...s...x...y...] 
-hr 
-Ir 
V:  instr  nom 
N:  instr  gen 
The  following  noun  phrases  with  deverbal  heads  illustrate  the  case  realizations  of the 
perlinent argument  expressions, in confrontation with infinitival phrases. The examples are 
given with normal word order. It is important to notice that Russian nominalizations preserve 
the order of the argument expressions relative to the lexical governor in its base position. 
(1)  vyzdorovlenie  pacienta 
recovery  patient-gen 
'the recovery of the patient' 
vyzdorovet' 
'recover' 
(2)  sloinyj  process  usvoenija  rebenkom  jazyka 
complex  process  acquisition-gen  child-instr  language-gen 
'the complex process of the acquisition of the language by the child' 
usvoit'  jazyk 
acquire  language-acc (1 5)  nemedlennoe  soobSCenie  institutami  firme 
immediate-agr  information  institutes-instr  firm-dat 
svoich  zakazov 
their  orders-gen 
'the immediate information by the institutes of their orders to the fim~' 
nemedlenno  soobSCitl  firme  svoi  zakazy 
immediately  inform  firm-dat  orders-acc 
(1 6)  obmen  tovariSEej  opytom 
exchange  comrarades-gen  experience-instr 
'the exchange of experience by the comrades' 
obmenjat'sja  opytom 
exchange  experience-instr 
All these structural properties of Russian perfect nominals - except for negation - are 
independent of the situation type denoted by the deverbal noun. It does not matter whether we 
have to do with states, activities, accomplishments or achievements. Cf.: 
(17)  states:  znanie,  vladenie 
knowledge  mastery 
activities:  Ctenie,  trenirovka 
reading  training 
accomplishments:  starenie,  izmenenie,  uskorenie 
becoming old  change  acceleraton 
achievements:  zaberemenenie 
becoming pregnant 
These differentiations concerning situation types are relevant with respect to the selectional 
properties of the deverbal nouns. They combine only with certain types of modifiers which 
are compatible with the respective situation type. And the DPs as a whole occur only in 
certain container classes, again depending on the DP's reference type. 
4  The structure of process nominalizations 
Certain containers and / or the noun process classify situations referred to by nominalizations 
as processes. The no~ninalization  itself must be compatible with this qualification. 4.1 Examples 
(18)  V  ?em  sostoit  process  prevraseenija  tn~da 
in  what  consists  process  transformation-gen  labour-gen 
v  pervuju  iiznennuju  potrebnost'? 
into  first  living  necessity 
'What does the process of transformation of labour into the first living necessity consist 
of?' 
Kakie  faktory  sposobstvujut  itomy  processu  I  kakie 
which  factors  promote  this  process-dat  and  which 
tormozjat  ego? 
inhibit  it-acc 
'Which factors promote this process and which ones inhibit it?' 
(19)  Issleduetsja  sloinyj  process  formirovanija 
is investigated  complex  process  development-gen 
v  gody  sovetskoj  vlasti  novoj  intelligencii. 
during  years  Soviet  sistem-gen new  intellectuals-gen 
'The complex process of the development of new intellectuals during the Soviet system 
is investigated.' 
(20)  V  rabote  rassmatrivaetsja  process  voz~liknovenija, 
in  study  is considered  process  emergence-gen 
rascveta  i  upadka  ekzistencialima. 
flourish-gen  and  degradation-gen  existentialism-gen 
'In the study the process of emergence, flourish and degradation of existentialism is 
considered.' 
(21)  Vnutri  sistemy  jazyka  vsegda  proischodit  process 
within  system  language-gen  always  takes place  process 
poj avlenij  a  n~vych  elementov  i  otmiranja 
emergence-gen  new  elements-gen  and  dying out-gen 
starych,  process  zameny  odnich 
old-gen  process  substitution-gen  some-gen 
elementov  drugimi,  process  peregruppirovki 
elements-gen  other-instr  process  reorganization-gen 
imejuSCichsja  elementov  i  ich  pereosmyslenija.. existing  elements-gen  and  their  reinterpretation 
'Within the system of language, the processes of emergence of new elements and of 
dying out of old elements, the process of substitution of  some elements by other, the 
processes of reorganization of existing elements and of their reinterpretation always 
takes place.' 
In (22) and (23) 1 simply enumerate container expressions and deverbal nouns found in 
constructions with process nominalizations. 
(22)  Narrow containers for process nominalizations:' 
ubystrjat',  zarnedljat',  oblegtat',  tonnozit', 
escalate  slow down  ease  inhibit 
sposobstvovat',  prepjatstvovat',  pomogat' 
promote  hinder  help 
proischodit',  idti,  protekat',  naCinattsja, prodoliat'sja, 





etap,  stupen',  istorija,  temp 
stage  step  history  pace 
vo vremja,  v tetenie 
during  in the course of 
(23)  Contained process nouns: 
vozniknovenie,  pojavlenie,  skladyvanie,  razvitie, 
emergence  appearance  growing up  development 
narastanie,  perechod,  preobrazovanie,  izmenenie, 
increase  transition  reorganization  change 
obogaSi-enie:  nakoplenie,  matematizacija 
enrichment  accumulation  mathematization 
A~iiong  the  containers  as  selective  hosts  for  different  types  of  nominalizations  Vendler  (1967:  131f.) 
discriminates loose and narrow containers, i.e. contexts of lax 01-  strict hospitality. The latter accept only perfect 
nominals whereas the former accept perfect as well as imperfect nominals. Cf.: 
(i)  The collapse of the Germans was gradual. 
(ii)  *That the Germans collapsed was gradual. 
(iii)  The collapse of the Germans is llkely. 
(iv)  That the Germans will collapse is likely. Process NominalIzulions in Rus.siun 
ponimanie,  poznanie,  ovladenie,  obnaruienie,  wbor, 
understanding  cognition  acquisition  detection  choice 
obobdtenie,  izutenie,  sravnivanie,  razlieenie. 
generalization  investigation  comparing  differentiation 
rebenie,  proizvodstvo,  perevod,  zautivanie. 
decision  production  transformation  memorizing 
prosludivanie,  nazyvanie 
listening  naming 
ob%enie,  sbliienie,  obmen 
communication  coming closer  exchange 
4.2 Structural ingredients of process nominalizations 
In the following, two examples will be analysed according to my assumptions on the syntax 
and semantics of process  nominalizations.  In (24), we have to do with  a  copula sentence 
where the qualification of the nominalization as a process is expressed by a predicative NP. In 
(25) this characterization is part of a complex term expression. 
(24)  Vyzdorovlenie  pacienta  -  ~loznyj  process 
recovery  patient-gen  co~llplex  process 
'The recovery of the patient is a complex process.' 
rovle-  cien- 
nie  ta 
(25)  ~loin~.i process  vyzdorovlenija  pacienta 
complex  process  recovery-gen  patient-gen 
'the complex process of the recovery of the patient' vlenija 
In (24). the layer of TP is ignored. The subject is in the topic position, i.e. in SpecMoodP (cf. 
Zirnmermann  1999).  The  silent  copula  -  like  overt  verbs  -  is  adjoined  to  Mood.  The 
predicative  complement  of  the  copula  is  analysed  as  NP.  Semantically,  it  is  a  predicate 
expression. 
In (25)  the same NP is combined with a silent determiner. Here we have to do with a 
term. 
In (24) and  (25), the deverbal  noun vyzdorovlenie  has  moved to F,  and the  external 
argument pacientu is placed in SpecNP, in parallel to the internal  argument in the genitivus 
objectivus of transitive or ditransitive verbs (cf. (2). (15)). In general 1 assume that structural 
argument expressions figure in SpecXP whereas lexical argument expressions typically show 
up in the complement position of the pertinent lexical head. 
In (25), there are two adjuncts of the abstract head noun process.  Both have modifier 
fi~nction.  This is reflected in the semantic representation (see (25') below). 
The following lexical entries including  zero morphemes and two shift operations are 
involved in the structure of (24) and (25): 
(26)  /process/ 
-V+N 
hs [PROCESS s], PROCESS .  (,,t) 
This characterization of the noun process  - in a sense - is the heart of my analysis of process 
nominalizations. I take such linguistic expressions like process 'process', sostqjunie 'state' etc. 
literally, i.e. as elementary expressions classifying situation types. I assnnle that a system of 
axioms and definitions is at work at the level of Conceptual Structure which relate such very 
general  qualifications  as  PROCESS  to  fine-grained  characterizations  of  activities  and 
accomplishments as ~roposed  in the event calculus by  Shanahan (see Hamm I van Lambalgen 
2000,  this  volume),  with  nine  distinguished  predicates  (hold,  happen.  initially,  initiate, 
terminate, release, trajectory, clipped, declipped). (27)  lvyzdorovleniel 
-V+N 
hx hs [s INST [BECOME [WELL x]]],  INST E (t, (e,t)), BECOME E (t,t), 
WELL E (e,t) 
In (27), 1 follow Bienvisch (1987,  1989, 1997) in assuming that the referential  argument of 
verbs and their nominalizations is introduced by the constant lNST which relates propositions 
to situations. 
(28)  lpacientl 
-V+N 
hx [PATIENT x], PATIENT E (e,t) 
(29)  lsloinyjl 
+V+N 
hx [COMPLEX x], COMPLEX E (e,t) 
(30)  I01 
+D +def 
hP DEFx [P x], DEF E ((e,t), e), P e (e,t) 
Russian does not have overt  determiners comparable to the German or English definite or 
indefinite article. I assume corresponding silent ones for Russian. 
(31)  101 
+V-N 
hP hx hs [T s 2 to] & [s INST [P x]], P E (e,t), T E (e,e), 2 E (e, (e,t)) 
The silent copula is restricted to present tense and is in complementary distribution with the 
explicit forms of the copula byt' 'be'. 
(32)  I01 
+Mood 
hP 3s [P s], P E  (e,t) 
The unmarked  semantic  function of the  functional  category  Mood  consists  in  existential 
binding of the referential argument of verbs. 
(33)  SHIFT,,,:  hy  hx [x Rgcn y], Rge,  E (e, (4) 
%en 
I  understand  constructions  like  (25)  as  DPs  with  an  explicative  genitival  adjunct  (cf. 
Fabricius-Hansenlvon  Stechow  1989).  A  shift  operation  (cf.  Zimmmermann  1991, 
ParteeIBorschev 2000) transforms a genitival term into a predicate which can function as a 
modifier. This shift operation introduces a parameter R,,,,  which can be interpreted as identity 
at the level of Conceptual Structure. 
(34)  MOD: hQ hP Ax  [P x] & [Q XI, P, Q 6 (e,t) 
The  modification  template  MOD  (cf.  Zimmermann  1992)  serves  the  unification  of  two 
predicates, of the modifier and of the modificandum. In (25),  it is applied twice, firstly to the combination of sloinyj with process and secondly to integrate the explicative genitival phrase 
vyzdovovlenie pacientn. 
With these ingredients we arrive at the Semantic Form of the examples (24)-(25). 
(24')  3s [[T s 2 to] & [s INST [[PROCESS DEFs' [s' INST [BECOME [WELL DEFx 
[PATIENT x]]]]] & [COMPLEX DEFs' [s' INST [BECOME [WELL DEFx 
[PATIENT ~llllllll 
(25')  DEFs [[[PROCESS s] & [COMPLEX s]] & [s R,,,  DEFs' [s' INST [BECOME 
[WELL DEFx [PATIENT x]]]]]] 
4.3 Process nominalizations vs. fact nominalizations 
Let us compare process nominalizations with fact nominalizations (cf. Zimmermann 1983).4 
(35)  ToEnoe  sobljudenie  ukazanij  vraEa 
exact-agr  fulfilment  recommendations-gen  doctor-gen 
sposobstvovalo  vyzdorovleniju  pacienta. 
promoted  recovery-dat  patient-gen 
'The exact fulfilment of the recommendations of the doctor promoted the recovery of 
the patient.' 
Here, rotnoe sohljudenie ukazunij vra&  denotes a fact, whereas vyzdorovleniepacienta refers 
to a process. 
(36)  Fakt  totnogo  sobljudenija  ukazanij  vraCa 
fact  exact-agr  fulfilment-gen  recommendations-gen  doctor-gen 
sposobstvoval  processu  vyzdorovlenija  pacienta. 
promoted  process-dat  recovery-gen  patient-gen 
'The fact of the exact fulfilment of the recommendations of the doctor promoted the 
process of the recovery of the patient.' 
Fact  nominalizations  can  be  paraphrased  by  sentences.  Process  nominalizations  do  not 
correspond to complenlent sentences. 
I  assume  that  the  different  interpretations  of morphologically  identical  no~ninals  as  the  collapse  of  the 
Ge~inrzns  in (i) and (ii) are due to the respective predicates (Vendler 1967: 123): 
(i)  The collapse of the Germans was an event. 
(ii)  The collapse of the Germans is a fact. 
Predicates as event, process, ocfion are classifiers of situations (Vendler 1967: 138).  Whereas qualifications like 
rvmt,  pmcers, action concern the very nature of the situation we refer to, predicates like fbct and their kin 
characterize assumptions (judgements,  presuppositions) about the existence of the described situation in the 
actual world (Vendler 1967: 143ff.) P?oce.ss Nomlnnlizt~tions  in Russian 
(37)  (Tot  fakt/  to)  i-to  toi-no  sobljudalis'  ukaza~~ij  a  vrara, 
that  fact  that  that  exactly  were fulfilled  recommendations  doctor-gen 
sposobstvoval(o)  vyzdorovleniju  pacienta. 
promoted  recovery-dat  patient-gen 
'(The fact) that the recommendations of the doctor were exactly fulfilled promoted the 
recovery of the patient.' 
Evidently,  the selectional properties of the verb sposohstvovat' determine  that  its external 
argument must denote a fact while its internal argument refers to a process. 
I assume with Dolling (1997) that selectional compatibilities are treated by axioms at the 
level  of  Conceptual  Structure.  Applied  to  v,vzdorovlenie  pclcientu  the  respective  axioms 
characterize  this  entity  as  compatible with  the  qualification  expressed  by process and  as 
acceptable internal argument of sposobstvovat'. 
The proposed analysis amounts to saying that process nominalizations are a special type 
of denotation for situatiops. Whether the emphasis is on this type or some other aspect of the 
nominalization involved depends on the selectional properties of the containers. Affirmation, 
negation,  modalization,  and  questioning  are  operations  which  do  not  occur  in  process 
nominalizations.  They can be  involved  in perfect  nominalizations, but  presuppose  special 
containers. 
4.4 Process nominalizations, aktionsarten and aspect 
Finally, some considerations on the interrelations of process nominalizations, aktionsarten and 
aspect are in order. Deverbal nou~ls  denoting activities and accomplishments are compatible 
with the qualificatiol~  as processes. Sometimes deverbal nouns exhibit a suffix of secondary 
imperfectivization (-vu-, -yvn-) by which the process character of the denotation is expressed. 
Cf.: 
(38)  Informacia  -  eto  oboznaEenie  soderianija  polui-ennogo  iz 
information  that  denotation  content-gen  received  from 
vneinego mira  v  processe  nagego  prisaosobleniia  k  nemu 
environment  during  process  our  adaptation-gen  to  it 
i  prisposablivaniia  k  nemu  naSich  tuvst. 
and  adaptation-gen  to  it  our  senses-gen 
'Information is the denotation of the content received from the environment during the 
process of our adaptation to it and of the adaptation of our senses to it.' 
Only some pairs of deverbal nouns express this differentiation. In contrast to verbs where the 
perfect  aspect is the marked  category, deverbal nouns with  an  imperfectivizing suffix  are 
marked categories whereas the correspondents to perfect verbs are neutral with respect to the 
process character of the respective event. 
(39)  usvoenie  i  usvahnie,  sravnenie  /  sravnbnie, 
acquisition  learning  comparison  comparing nakoplenie 1  nakaplkanie,  poznanie  I  poznasnie, 
accumulation  accumulating  cognition  gaining knowledge 
razrabotka  1  razrabatmnie 
elaboration  working out 
5  Open ends 
As is, fortunately, always the case, there remain many interesting open ends. 
How do the axioms characterizing the various situation types look lilte? 
What are the exact interrelations of aktionsarten, Russian aspect and process nominalizations? 
Do we need typelsortal differentiations of events vs. fluents (cf. Hammlvan Lambalgen 2000, 
this volume)? 
Where must we discriminate between event types and event tokens? 
Which types of nominalizations put emphasis on a certain subsituation involved in complex 
situations (cf. EhrichIRapp 2000, Ehrich this volume)? 
What  is wrong or missing  in the understanding  of abstract deverbal nouns  as conversions 
from verbs to nouns (cf. Bierwisch 1989, Bischof 1991, Stiebels 1997)? 
What belongs to the system of axioms at the level of Conceptual Structure and what is given 
(expressed) in the structure of natural language, in the grammatically determined part of the 
meaning of a particular construction? 
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